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  Who's at the Door? Smart Kids Publishing,2010-09
On Halloween, the doorbell rings to announce the
arrival of a variety of scary visitors, in this
sound effects book with flaps to lift to show just
who is there. On board pages.
  Even at the Door G. Edward Reid,1994 Our world
is in a turmoil of expectation. We are tumbling
toward the end of a millenium and the great
question is, What next? You'll thrill to the
message of Even At the Door. The author presents
overwhelming evidence that we are on the edge of a
major time shift and that the Lord Jesus Christ is
about to return as He promised. This is a book for
our show me generation. - 1. An End-Time
Generation.2. The Days of Noah.3. Fighting Fire
With Fire.4. History Repeats.5. The Deadly Wound
Is Healing.6. And the World Wonders.7. Economic
Armageddon.8. The Appointed Time.9. A Real Time-
Lord.10. The Great Week of Time.11. A Day As a
Thousand Years.12. The Millennium.13. The Perfect
Number.14. Biblical Chronology.15. Ellen White's
View of Salvation History.16. Shadows of Things to
Come.17. It All Fits Together.18. What Is God
Waiting For?.19. The Greatest Sign.20. Seconds to
Midnight.21. High Time.22. Profile of the Saved.
Appendix
  A God at the Door Tishani Doshi,2021-11-09 “We
are homesick everywhere,” writes Tishani Doshi,
“even when we’re home.” With aching empathy,
righteous anger, and rebellious humor, A God at
the Door calls on the extraordinary minutiae of
nature and humanity to redefine belonging and
unveil injustice. In an era of pandemic lockdown
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and brutal politics, these poems make vital space
for what must come next—the return of wonder and
free movement, and a profound sense of connection
to what matters most. From a microscopic cell to
flightless birds, to a sumo wrestler and the tree
of life, Doshi interrupts the news cycle to pause
in grief or delight, to restore power to language.
A God at the Doorinvites the reader on a
pilgrimage—one that leads us back to the sacred
temple of ourselves. This is an exquisite,
generous collection from a poet at the peak of her
powers.
  Knock at the Door ,2009 Bunny has a surprise for
Mr. Squirrel! A simple rhyme in a delightful die-
cut board book.
  The Knock at the Door Ryan Manion,Heather
Kelly,Amy Looney,2019-11-05 Three Gold Star women,
linked forever by unimaginable loss, share their
inspiring, unlikely journey that began on the
worst day of their lives. What happens when
tragedy knocks on your front door? For us, it was
a literal knock, with two men standing in crisply
pressed uniforms. They had news. News that gutted
us to the core -- the death of our loved ones, a
brother and two husbands -- in combat zones. The
thing about those moments is that it's almost
inconceivable that they can happen to you. That
is, until they do. This book is for anyone who has
ever received a knock at the door. And if you live
long enough and have the courage to love others,
you will. Maybe it's a cancer diagnosis. Maybe
it's the death of your best friend. The betrayal
of a spouse. The loss of a child. The implosion of
a professional career. Or any tragedy that takes
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the person we love the most away from us too soon.
Life is not without its challenges. The key is how
you respond.This is our story. The story of three
women, bonded by grief and purpose. Grief because
we lost our best friends in war. Purpose because
we resolved -- together -- to do something about
it. To turn loss into inspiration for others and
to channel the love that we had for the men in our
lives into love for others through service. It was
the only way we could escape the trap of despair
and inaction, and we believe it offers a roadmap
for anyone else who has ever had to answer a knock
at the door.
  Leopard at the Door Jennifer McVeigh,2017 Set in
Kenya in the 1950s against the fading backdrop of
the British Empire, a story of self-discovery,
betrayal, and an impossible love from the author
of The Fever Tree. After six years in England,
Rachel has returned to Kenya and the farm where
she spent her childhood, but the beloved home
she'd longed for is much changed. Her father's new
companion--a strange, intolerant woman--has taken
over the household. The political climate in the
country grows more unsettled by the day and is
approaching the boiling point. And looming over
them all is the threat of the Mau Mau, a secret
society intent on uniting the native Kenyans and
overthrowing the whites. As Rachel struggles to
find her place in her home and her country, she
initiates a covert relationship, one that will
demand from her a gross act of betrayal. One man
knows her secret, and he has made it clear how she
can buy his silence. But she knows something of
her own, something she has never told anyone. And
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her knowledge brings her power.
  The Girl at the Door Veronica Raimo,2019-10-08
An accusation of rape upsets a utopian island
community in this “provocative, fiercely
intelligent” Italian novel (Daily Mail, UK). When
“The Crash” brough entire nations to their knees,
the island society of Miden—a place dedicated to
fairness and equality—rose like a phoenix from the
wreckage. While on vacation in this oasis, a
seemingly aimless woman meets an attractive man,
and moves to the island to start a new life with
him. Now six months pregnant, the woman is just
beginning to feel comfortable in her lover’s
space. But all that changes when a girl arrives to
accuse the man of rape. Slight and pretty, the
girl discloses a drawn out and violent affair
she’s had with her professor, the father of the
woman’s child. In alternating perspectives, the
professor and his girlfriend reflect upon their
own lives, each other, and their interloper. As
their idyllic society grapples with the scandal,
boundaries blur and alliances shift as reputation,
truth, and self-preservation threaten to upend
their relationship. Provocative and unnerving, The
Girl at the Door explores the bureaucracy of a
scandal, and the thin line between lust and
possession.
  The Door Andy Marino,2014-04-29 The story of a
girl whose strange life in a mysterious lighthouse
is turned upside down when her mother's murder
leads her to a hidden door -- and a mission into
an alternate world. For years, the door has stayed
closed. Hannah Silver hardly notices it as she
goes about her strange life in an isolated
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lighthouse. But when a pair of mysterious
strangers -- a boy and his guardian -- show up at
the lighthouse, things start to go very wrong.
Hannah's life is shattered. And the door is now
wide open.In order to save herself and her family,
Hannah must walk through this door. Into another
world.A world where she doesn't belong.A world
that wants to capture her and make sure she never
makes it back home.In THE DOOR, author Andy Marino
gives readers an extraordinary adventure in a
place they have never, ever seen before.
  The Wolf At The Door Robert Francis,2023-07-18
This gripping thriller follows an investigative
journalist who uncovers a shocking conspiracy
within a powerful tech company, putting his life
on the line as he races to expose the truth. This
work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work is
in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute
this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part
of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
  Someone at the Door Richie Tankersley
Cusick,2013-06-20 The phone and the radio were
dead, but they'd already heard the news: a mass
murderer was on the loose. So goes the story in
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Someone at the Door from Richie Tankersley Cusick.
Hannah and her younger sister, Meg, were miles
from the nearest neighbor, trapped in a raging
blizzard, home alone. When two wounded, bleeding
strangers show up, Hannah doesn't know whether to
help them or turn them away.
  The Boy at the Door Alex Dahl,2018-07-24 Set
against a stunning Scandinavian backdrop, a gritty
novel of psychological suspense that asks the
question how far would you go to hold onto what
you have? Cecilia Wilborg has it all--a loving
husband, two beautiful daughters and a gorgeous
home in the affluent Norwegian town of Sandefjord.
And she works hard to keep it all together. Too
hard. Because one mistake from her past could
bring it all crashing down around her. Annika
Lucasson lives a dark life with her abusive, drug-
dealing boyfriend. She's lost everything one too
many times and now she's got one last chance to
save herself, thanks to Cecilia. Annika knows her
secret--and just how much she's willing to do to
make it all go away... When someone forgets to
pick up their little boy at the local pool,
Cecilia agrees to take him home, only to find an
abandoned, empty house. It's the first step in the
unraveling of her meticulously crafted life, as
her and Annika's worlds collide...
  A Knock at the Door Tom Wood,2020-05-07
'Riveting, twisty as all hell, and very, very
clever, A Knock at the Door is a rollercoaster
ride of brilliance. Tom Wood is a superb thriller
writer' --- SARAH PINBOROUGH They ask for your
husband. They just want to talk. THEY'RE LYING.
Your husband isn't who he says he is, say the
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people at your door. Come with us. Don't trust
them, says a voice on the phone. Run. Who would
you believe? In this terrifying first
psychological thriller by bestselling author Tom
Wood (previously published under T.W. Ellis), one
woman goes on the run and is forced to question
everything she held dear . . . 'A Knock at the
Door is a riveting, twisty thriller that grips and
intrigues from the very beginning. Tom Wood is the
real deal' --- ALEX NORTH 'Highly original and
very twisty . . . this is his first psychological
thriller and it's a cracker' --- DAILY MAIL 'A
thrilling fast-paced story, full of twists and
turns' --- CLAIRE MCGOWAN 'Only one thing is
certain with this heart-pounding thrill-ride of a
novel, and that is nothing is what it seems' ---
HEAT
  A Ghost at the Door Michael Dobbs,2013-09-12
'Tell me about your father.' Five short, razor-
edged words that rip the world of Harry Jones to
pieces. He barely knew his father Johnnie and
hated what little he did know, yet no man is able
to escape the shadows of the past. Harry has
already lost almost everything - his seat in
parliament, his reputation, his fortune. There is
little left apart from his love for the headstrong
Jemma, and now he must risk losing her and even
his own life to uncover the truth about his dead
father. What starts as a gentle enquiry uncovers a
trail of murder and guilt-ridden love that dates
back to Johnnie's student days. Harry's search
leads from a burning house in Bermuda to a
graveyard in Greece, from the croquet lawns of his
father's Oxford college to the altar of one of
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Wren's finest London churches. At every turn Harry
discovers that the childhood world he thought he
knew, was false, along with almost everyone in it.
Only when he confronts his own death does he
realize that all along he's been used as a pawn in
a far larger game.
  The Door That Led to Where Sally
Gardner,2016-11-08 In this fast-paced young adult
mystery, Printz Honor winner Sally Gardner brings
London to life as she explores crime, poverty, and
ignorance over the span of almost two centuries,
as a young man is given the opportunity to go back
in time in order to make sense of the present. A
fresh start is what he needs. Will he find it in
the past or the present? AJ Flynn has just failed
all but one of his major exams, and at almost
seventeen years old, he sees a future that’s far
from rosy. So when he’s offered a junior clerk
position at a London law firm, he hopes his life
is about to change—and it does, but he could never
have imagined how much. While on the job, AJ finds
an old key labeled with his birth date, and he’s
determined to find the door it will open. When he
does just that, AJ and his group of scrappy
friends begin a series of amazing journeys to the
past—1830, to be exact. And they quickly realize
that hardship, treachery, and love haven’t changed
too much in almost two hundred years. When they
discover a crime that only they can solve, the
boys go from wayward youths to intrepid young men
with a purpose in life. But with enemies all
around, can they unravel the mysteries of the past
before the past unravels them?
  Jesus at the Door Scott McNamara,2020-09-29 As
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many as 96% of Christians are not leading anyone
to Jesus. Which means that the vast majority of
the wider church is, at best, simply sowing. The
kingdom of God, however, requires both sowing and
reaping. If we neglect reaping, we will not have a
healthy harvest. Jesus at the Door offers a unique
tool--an Equipping Card to use with anyone you
know, anywhere--and practical, step-by-step
instructions, helping readers witness to friends,
family, even strangers on the street. This tried-
and-tested method is framed around nine points and
a picture, and takes about two minutes from
introduction to salvation.
  Who's at the Door? Jc Bratton,2019-12-19 Due to
an unfortunate accident, 17-year old Jamie
Patterson had to decline a Hawaiian cruise with
her family and stay at home. To protect the home
while they were away, Jamie's father installed a
video-monitored doorbell. Little did Jamie know
that the device that was supposed to guard her
would ultimately become her biggest nightmare. At
3:33 PM, Jamie received a notification on her
phone that the doorbell rang; however, there was
no one at the door...With the aid of her estranged
boyfriend, Jamie unravels a mystery more dangerous
than she could possibly imagine in order to answer
one simple question: Who's at the door?
  Duck at the Door Jackie Urbanovic,2011-06-14 It
was a quiet night until—knock, knock, knock!—can
that be a DUCK at the door?? Max the duck burst on
the scene in this funny picture book. Preschoolers
and those reading to them enjoy giggling along as
the animals cause havoc—but always with good
intentions. Max and Brody the dog, Dakota the cat,
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and Bebe the bird race about in their hilarious
adventures in Duck at the Door, Duck Soup, Duck
and Cover, Sitting Duck. Ducks in a Row, and Happy
Go Ducky. Read them all...you'll quack up!
  Suddenly, a Knock on the Door Etgar
Keret,2012-03-27 Bringing up a child, lying to the
boss, placing an order in a fast-food restaurant:
in Etgar Keret's new collection, daily life is
complicated, dangerous, and full of yearning. In
his most playful and most mature work yet, the
living and the dead, silent children and talking
animals, dreams and waking life coexist in an
uneasy world. Overflowing with absurdity, humor,
sadness, and compassion, the tales in Suddenly, a
Knock on the Door establish Etgar Keret—declared a
genius by The New York Times—as one of the most
original writers of his generation.
  The Wolf at the Door Michael J. Graetz,Ian
Shapiro,2020 The acclaimed authors of Death by a
Thousand Cuts argue that Americans care less about
inequality than about their own insecurity.
Michael Graetz and Ian Shapiro propose realistic
policies and strategies to make lives and
communities more secure. This is an age of crisis.
That much we can agree on. But a crisis of what?
And how do we get out of it? Many on the right
call for tax cuts and deregulation. Others on the
left rage against the top 1 percent and demand
wholesale economic change. Voices on both sides
line up against globalization: restrict trade to
protect jobs. In The Wolf at the Door, two leading
political analysts argue that these views are
badly mistaken. Michael Graetz and Ian Shapiro
focus on what really worries people: not what the
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rich are making but rather their own insecurity
and that of people close to them. Americans are
concerned about losing what they have, whether
jobs, status, or safe communities. They fear the
wolf at the door. The solution is not
protectionism or class warfare but a return to the
hard work of building coalitions around realistic
goals and pursuing them doggedly through the
political system. This, Graetz and Shapiro
explain, is how earlier reformers achieved
meaningful changes, from the abolition of the
slave trade to civil rights legislation. The
authors make substantial recommendations for
increasing jobs, improving wages, protecting
families suffering from unemployment, and
providing better health insurance and child care,
and they guide us through the strategies needed to
enact change. These are achievable reforms that
would make Americans more secure. The Wolf at the
Door is one of those rare books that not only
diagnose our problems but also show us how we can
address them.
  A Girl Stands at the Door Rachel
Devlin,2018-05-15 A new history of school
desegregation in America, revealing how girls and
women led the fight for interracial education The
struggle to desegregate America's schools was a
grassroots movement, and young women were its
vanguard. In the late 1940s, parents began to file
desegregation lawsuits with their daughters,
forcing Thurgood Marshall and other civil rights
lawyers to take up the issue and bring it to the
Supreme Court. After the Brown v. Board of
Education ruling, girls far outnumbered boys in
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volunteering to desegregate formerly all-white
schools. In A Girl Stands at the Door, historian
Rachel Devlin tells the remarkable stories of
these desegregation pioneers. She also explains
why black girls were seen, and saw themselves, as
responsible for the difficult work of reaching
across the color line in public schools.
Highlighting the extraordinary bravery of young
black women, this bold revisionist account
illuminates today's ongoing struggles for
equality.
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